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May 9-12, 2023
UNIplex, Dieppe 

Our 2023 Provincial Conference brings together
recreation professionals throughout the field and is a
wonderful opportunity to build new connections with
other delegates, strengthen those that already exist, grow
your professional portfolio, and spark innovative ideas. 

The conference committee has carefully crafted a diverse
line-up of educational sessions which will light a fire
under you, and they have planned unique social events
and activities which will make this event one that burns
bright. 

This year's conference theme is Reignite Recreation.
Sessions will be related to recreation and will focus on
inclusion, equity, marketing, program planning,
community engagement/development, facilities and
more!  

Don't miss out on this opportunity to network and learn
with and from professionals in the recreation sector. 
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Arrive a day early for the conference to take in this
informational workshop filled with engaging topics
broken into four modules: 

Nancy Dubois is a Health Promotion Consultant working in private practice for over 20 years, most often in
the public and social profit sectors in the areas of planning and evaluation. She develops such things as Age-
Friendly Plans, Community Safety and Well-being Plans, strategic plans, and facilitates many planning sessions
and large group forums. She has trained health promoters across Canada as well as in Bosnia, Serbia, Finland,
Chile, and Italy, and around the United States. Nancy currently also works part-time with the Public Health
Agency of Canada in the new Public Health Intelligence and Knowledge Translation Division as a Senior Policy
Advisor, as an Innoweave Coach in the Collective Impact and Scaling Impact modules, and an Instructor with
York University’s Health Learning and Leadership Network in the Canadian Standard for Psychological Health
and Safety in the Workplace, and Motivational Interviewing.

In conjunction with our provincial conference, Recreation N.B. | Loisirs N.-B. in partnership with the
Canadian Parks and Recreation Association (CPRA) will be hosting a Gender Equity in Recreational
Sport Workshop at the UNIplex in Dieppe, NB.
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Who is this workshop for?

ADDITIONAL FREE GENDER EQUITY IN 
RECREATIONAL SPORT WORKSHOP

Module 1: Walk a Mile in Their Shoes

Module 2: Understanding Needs and Interests

Module 3: Feeling Welcome 

Module 4: Sustaining the Efforts

Tuesday, May 9th - 12:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Wednesday, May 10th - 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

(Lunch on Tuesday, May 9th and Refreshments Provided)

UNIplex
450 College Street Dieppe

This workshop is for local sport and recreation decision-
makers (Council, Directors, Managers etc.), facility planners,
and, practitioners who are interested in creating welcoming
environments, through engagement strategies, facility policies
and facility design ideas, to increase the likelihood of attracting
and retaining women, girls and gender-diverse people. 

Facilitators
Mary Chow is an Architect and Associate Vice President with HDR who has dedicated the last 15+ years of her
career to designing recreation facilities. Firmly believing that community amenities must serve the stakeholders
and demographics for which they are created for, she truly engages the users and thoughtfully implements the
best solutions into her work. Mary’s track record of Facility of Excellence awards is proof that she places client
and community needs first. In addition to local venues, Mary has traveled internationally to give presentations
on various issues related to facility design, universal design and how community engagement is being
integrated into the architectural process. 

This FREE workshop will be an add-on in the conference registration form. 
Attendees are able to attend the workshop, the conference or both events. 

(Simultaneous Translation - EN & FR Throughout the Entire Workshop) 
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SUMMARY AGENDA

Wednesday, May 10, 2023

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Conference Check-In and Information Table

Opening Plenary - Inclusive Experiences (Elisabeth Walker-Young & Shawna Lawson) *Simultaneous Translation*

Nutrition Break

Session Series 1:

A) Facility Tour @ The UNIplex *Guide is bilingual*

B) The Little Village That Could (Wendy Keats)

3:15 PM - 4:15 PM

Welcome Reception BBQ - The Oval 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Thursday, May 11, 2023

8:30 AM - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM - 10:45 AM

Conference Check-In and Information Table

Panel Discussion - Local Governance Reform (Panelist to be announced at a later date)

 *Panelists with bilingual capability*

Nutrition Break

Session Series 2:

A) Reimagining Access to Recreation and Sport with Equity Deserving Citizens (Jackie Oncescu)

B) Net Zero for Your Community: Unlocking the Potential of Thermal Management (Benoit Rodier)

Networking Lunch

Session Series 3:

A) Developing an Anti-Racism Charter in Recreation in Nova Scotia (Graham Mounsey)

B) The Powers + Problems of Social Media (Neil Stephen) 

Session Series 4:

A) The Machinery of Government (Tom Bateman)

B) The Inclusion of LGBTQ2IA+ Individuals in Sport and Recreation (Roger Leblanc)

Nutrition Break

Session Series 5:

A) Building Active and Socially Connected Neighbourhoods (Christa Costas-Bradstreet)

B) Seniors and Aquatics: Recreation, Exercise, Socialization and Employment (Benjamin Tremblay)

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Recreational Activity

Recreation N.B. | Loisirs N.-B. Awards Banquet Dinner at the Wingate Hotel

Evening Social (Location TBD)

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM

8:15 PM

2:15 PM - 3:15 PM

3:30 PM -4:30 PM

Friday, May 12, 2023

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

10:45 AM - 11:45 AM

World Café with Nutrition Break 

Session Series 6:

A) Physical Literacy for Communities (Joe Doiron) 

B) Shaping the Future of Trails in New Brunswick (Jane Murphy-MCulloch)

Closing Plenary Luncheon - (Emily Rodger) *Simultaneous Translation*12:00 PM - 1:30 PM 

Tuesday, May 9, 2023

Gender Equity in Recreational Sport Workshop (Lunch and Refreshments Provided)12:00 PM -4:00 PM

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM Gender Equity in Recreational Sport Workshop (Refreshments Provided)
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Conference Highlights
Welcome Reception

WALKING TRACK
Facilities Tour

Please join us for our opening reception, Wednesday,
May 10th starting at 6:00 PM at the Oval. This informal
gathering will be a BBQ with light refreshments and a
cash bar, it will offer you a chance to catch up and
network with fellow conference attendees.  

You will have the chance to explore the UNIplex in its
entirety. The presenter will be able to answer questions
in both French and English and will be able to provide

details about the facility itself and the events and
programs happening within its walls. 

The walking track at the UNIplex
will be made available for our
delegates to stretch their legs

between sessions and
participate in physical activity.

We will be hosting an evening social sponsored by
Picaroons on Thursday, May 11th beginning at 8:15 PM. 

Here there will be light snacks and a cash bar. 
Location to be announced. 

Awards Dinner 
 Hôtel Wingate Hotel 

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM



In today's rapidly changing world, organizations must adapt to keep up with the changing
demands of their customers and clientele. People are increasingly seeking experiences that not
only support their overall wellbeing, but also are highly inclusive and equitable. At Inclusive
Experiences (IX), they believe that experimentation and adaptation are the keys to unlocking
inclusive experiences. In this keynote address, Co-Founders Elisabeth Walker-Young, and Shawna
Lawson will use dynamic storytelling and interactive activities to help you move beyond the fear
and uncertainty that often gets in the way of fostering inclusion. Regardless of your position or
role, you will leave with a greater understanding of what is required to deliver more inclusive
experiences for those you serve. 

Elisabeth is the Co-Founder and Inclusion Lead at Inclusive Experiences. 
She is a disabled settler, mom, adoptee, and retired Paralympian.

She is a skilled facilitator, bringing dynamic storytelling to a unique
combination of lived and learned expertise. Elisabeth is driven by the
common experiences of underrepresented, marginalized, and equity-
seeking groups. She is guided by a handful of steadfast beliefs:
representation matters, unlearning is as important as learning, keeping it
simple but significant, and doing a little bit every day goes a long way.

Elisabeth is a member of the Order of Canada and received an Honorary
Doctorate from Brock University in 2022. She has been actively engaged in
the Paralympic movement for over 30 years, was a 4-time multi-medalist,
world record-holding swimmer, Assistant Chef de Mission in London 2012
and Chef de Mission for Canada’s Parapan Am Team. A student of
occupational therapy and accessibility advisory committee member, she
formerly worked with the Vancouver 2010 Olympic and Paralympic
Organizing Committee as Manager of Classification, viaSport British
Columbia as Manager of Inclusion as well as The Rick Hansen Foundation
and Canucks Autism Network.

Shawna Lawson

2023 PLENARY SESSIONS 
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Opening Plenary Session: Wednesday, May 10th - 1:30 PM
Inclusive Experiences - Elisabeth Walker-Young & Shawna Lawson 

Elisabeth Walker-Young 

Shawna is the Co-Founder and Innovation Lead at Inclusive Experiences. 
She is a non-disabled settler, mom, researcher, and innovator.

She is a change-maker at heart and skilled at applying human-centered and evidence-based approaches to inclusion and
equity work. Shawna has a knack for knowledge translation, meaningful engagement, and systems change. Her relationship
to disability justice became more personal in 2019, when her eldest son, Charlie was born blind.

Shawna holds a Master of Arts degree in Kinesiology from the University of British Columbia (under Dr. Brian Wilson), and a
Certificate in Social Innovation from Simon Fraser University. She formerly worked as Director, Research & Social Innovation
for viaSport British Columbia, and was a Co-Investigator on a SSHRC-funded research project with Dr. Andrea Bundon (UBC),
and Dr. Pentifallo-Gadd (Level the Field: Disability Inclusion in Sport).

(Simultaneous Translation - EN & FR) 

https://www.inclusive-experiences.ca/


This engaging panel discussion on local governance reform will bring together experts and
practitioners from across the province to share their experiences and perspectives on the recent
changes to regional governance structures. Topics covered will include regional planning, inter-
municipal cooperation, shared services, and more. This panel discussion is a must-attend event for
anyone interested in exploring innovative approaches to regional governance and the future of
local government. We hope that this discussion will contribute to a better understanding of
regional governance reform and provide insights that can inform policy decisions and actions in
this important area. Don't miss this opportunity to gain valuable information and network with like-
minded professionals!
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Closing Plenary Session : Friday, May 12th - 12:00 PM

Local Governance Reform - 3 Panelist to be announced at a later date

Plenary Panel: Thursday, May 11th - 9:00 AM

Former elite athlete Emily Rodger is a living proof that no matter how dark the situation is, there is always
a way out. After her first of two serious cycling crashes that left her with multiple broken bones, a brain
injury, and extensive soft tissue damage, Emily turned to fly fishing as a way to shift life's cadence and
cope. During this time, she discovered the pure joy and meditative benefits that fly fishing brings. 

Emily's experience overcoming both physical and mental obstacles has inspired her to share her story
and help others. As a certified executive coach through Royal Roads University and the International
Coaching Federation, Emily partners with clients from diverse backgrounds to help them clarify their
goals, increase self-awareness, and optimize their performance both personally and professionally. She
believes that everyone is capable of achieving their dreams and finding joy in life, no matter what
obstacles they may face.

 Emily Rodger

During her keynote session, Emily will share her
experience and insights on how recreation can play a
crucial role in overcoming obstacles, understanding
and accepting ourselves, and pursuing what truly
brings us joy. She emphasizes the importance of
taking action to make our hearts' desires a reality, and
how recreational activities such as fly fishing can help
us find peace and contentment amidst life's
challenges.

Emily's journey from an elite athlete to a certified
coach and passionate fly fisher is a testament to the
resilience of the human spirit. Her story is a source of
inspiration and motivation for anyone who has faced
adversity and is seeking a way out of their darkest
places.

(Simultaneous Translation - EN & FR)                            

(Panelists will have the ability to interact in both English and French)                           
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Session Series 1: Wednesday, May 10th - 3:15 PM - 4:15 PM

A) Facility Tour @ The UNIplex
B) The Little Village That Could 

SESSION A Facility Tour                              

UNIplex Multi-Purpose Facility - 450 College Street                            

Tour the UNIplex in its entirety with a bilingual guide who will highlight the facilities amenities, answer
questions, and showcase how this space comes to life.                  

SESSION B The Little Village That Could 

Wendy Keats                           

This is the story of a small community in southeastern NB that changed its destiny and revitalized its economy
through community engagement and recreation for all. Please join Wendy Keats as she shares this local
success story within our field. 

Session Series 2: Thursday, May 11th - 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

A) Reimagining Access to Recreation & Sport with Equity Deserving Citizens 
B) Net Zero for Your Community: Unlocking the Potential of Thermal Management

SESSION A Reimagining Access to Recreation & Sport with Equity Deserving Citizens                            

Sport, recreation and leisure (SRL) provisions play an integral role in supporting the health and well-being of
citizens and communities. However, equity deserving citizens often experience inequitable access to SRL
provisions and are void of the benefits that can be experienced in SRL opportunities. Working with equity
deserving citizens and SRL and poverty reduction community stakeholders is required to reimagine access
provisions to SRL. This presentation will share the result of an ongoing 4-year project that utilizes human
centre design and community participatory research approaches to reimagine SRL access provisions in two
rural regions in NB. Specifically, they will share how and why they approached reimagining SRL access
provisions, provide a snapshot of the applicable findings, and give examples of the reimagined provisions that
will be tested and evaluated in each region.”              

Jackie Oncescu                         

SESSION B Net Zero for Your Community: Unlocking the Potential of Thermal Management

Benoit Rodier - CIMCO                         

Getting to Net Zero is easier than you think! By combining comfort cooling, heating, refrigeration, and district
energy into a comprehensive thermal management system, you can harness a powerful tool to achieve
savings in efficiency, energy, cost, and environmental impact. CIMCO's subject matter expert, Benoit Rodier,
will help you discover how municipalities are leading the way to a sustainable future with this concept and
unveil how CIMCO can help you get there too. 

(Bilingual presenter)                             

(Bilingual presenter)                            
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SESSION A Developing an Anti-Racism Charter in Recreation in Nova Scotia 

In response to an escalation of racist and discriminatory behaviour locally and nationally, Recreation Nova
Scotia embarked on a journey to create an Anti-Racism Charter in Recreation - an effort to create unifying
guidelines for the recreation sector to address and combat racism. The Charter was developed throughout
2022 with input from those most affected by racism via surveys, focus groups and training. 6 months on from
the launch, they'll discuss the process to get to the creation of an Anti-Racism Charter for recreation,
adoption from the sector, and lessons learned along the way.

SESSION B The Powers + Problems of Social Media
Neil Stephen - This is Marketing       

Join digital native and social media early adopter Neil Stephen, CEO of This Is Marketing and brand strategist
behind Peace By Chocolate as he explores the problems and powers of social media. From how social
platforms think about your organization to why only a fraction of your audience sees the content you publish.
Neil touches on the guilt, stress and shame that comes with trying to build community on platforms that
don't care about you - or your members.

Session Series 4: Thursday, May 11th - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM

A) The Machinery of Government
B) The Inclusion of LGBTQ2IA+ Individuals in Sport and Recreation

SESSION A

Session Series 3: Thursday, May 11th - 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

A) Developing an Anti-Racism Charter in Recreation in Nova Scotia
B) The Powers + Problems of Social Media

Graham Mounsey       

The Machinery of Government
Tom Bateman - Porter O'Brien       

Porter O'Brien principals and associates have worked in and with governments for many years at the
municipal, provincial and federal levels, and maintain extensive contacts with political staff and public
servants. Understanding the 'machinery of government,' how to get messages forward and in front of the
right decision-makers, and how to move files through various channels of government is a critical, if under-
appreciated, skill for professionals of all stripes.

SESSION B The Inclusion of 2SLGBTQIA+ (TWO SPIRITED) Individuals in Sport and Recreation
Roger Leblanc - Université de Moncton                        

In the age of 2SLGBTQIA+ (TWO SPIRITED) rights being threatened, and the rising numbers of trans kids
involved in sport and recreation activities across the nation, this presentation, guided by CoachNB’s LGBT
athlete Guide will focus on ways provincial bodies can better deliver inclusive and safe environments and
services for all New Brunswickers

(Bilingual presenter)
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SESSION A Building Active and Socially Connected Neighbourhoods 

CPRA’s Tactical Neighbourhood Toolkit project is based on the concept of Tactical Urbanism, or Tactical
Placemaking (inclusive of communities of all sizes). The project seeks to encourage people who live in
neighbourhoods to re-think, re-imagine and re-purpose their neighbourhood spaces to be more physically
active and socially connected. Full of low-cost, deliberate grassroots initiatives that permanently or
temporarily alter the built environment to improve local neighbourhoods and public gathering places, the
Toolkit project takes an “ask forgiveness, not permission” approach to taking back neighbourhoods, in a way
that considers the different people who live in them.

SESSION B 

This session will focus on recreation/exercise with regards to seniors in pools, Ben will touch on the
benefits of the low impact exercise that can be done in the pool which is perfect for seniors with
mobility issues. Being in the water helps these folks with circulation , digestion, bladder health, as well
as many other physiological benefits. The session will also focus on the social aspects of recreation at
the pool including the relationships between patrons and lifeguards, patrons and friends they came to
the pool with as well as patrons and friends they made at the pool. The presentation will detail on the
Grey Watch Program and its success in the Saint John Region, as well as other some other new and
exciting projects happening in the world of aquatics. 

Session Series 6: Friday, May 12th - 10:45 AM - 11:45 AM

A) Physical Literacy for Communities
B) Shaping the Future of Trails in New Brunswick

SESSION A

Session Series 5: Thursday, May 11th - 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM

A) Building Active and Socially Connected Neighbourhoods
B) Seniors and Aquatics: Recreation, Exercise, Socialization and Employment

Christa Costas-Bradstreet       

Physical Literacy for Communities 
Joe Doiron 

SESSION B Shaping the Future of Trails in New Brunswick
Jane Murphy-McCulloch       

The New Brunswick Trail Industry, key government stakeholder departments, and key external stakeholders
required a progressive provincial trails strategy in order to achieve better coordination of the planning,
development, management, programming, and marketing of its diverse managed trail network. Over the past
year the New Brunswick Provincial Trails Advisory Committee has been working to develop a strategy that will
assist in shaping the future of trails in New Brunswick. This presentation will provide an overview of this up-
and-coming strategy and how it may impact trail development in your communities, regions and within the
province.

Seniors and Aquatics: Recreation, Exercise, Socialization and Employment 
Benjamin Tremblay       

Physical Literacy for Communities (PL4C) is a community-based initiative delivered by Sport for Life. It’s aim is
to support policy and program leaders working in sport, recreation, education, health, and related sectors to
collaborate across policy and program delivery to increase quality sport, physical literacy and physical activity
in communities. Participants will learn proven approaches for building intersectoral collaboration for shared
outcomes and results; how to support equity-deserving groups, including newcomers and Indigenous
communities; gain insights from successful PL4C communities from other jurisdictions; and, learn how PL4C
in Miramichi and Kent County is implementing PL4C to improve the health and well-being of children and
youth by increasing access to quality sport, recreation, and health-enhancing physical activity. 



Full Conference - May 10 - 12
(Before April 17, 2023)

Recreation N.B. | Loisirs N.B. 
Member Rate 

Non-Member Rate 

$395.00 + HST $450.00 + HST

Full Conference - May 10 - 12
(After April 17, 2023)

$445.00 + HST $500.00 + HST

Student Full Conference $150.00 + HST
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Registration Information

REGISTER HERE:

Cancellation Policy

If a request is made a minimum of 5 business days prior to the event, a full

refund less 30% administration fee will be issued

If a request is made with less than 5 business days' notice, the

individual/organization will forfeit the full fee

If need be, you may substitute the registered employee with a different

employee at any time to avoid forfeiting the fee

Under extenuating circumstances the Executive Director has the authority to

consider cases on an individual basis

If Recreation N.B. | Loisirs N.-B. must cancel the event, a full refund will be

issued

**Cash bar at Welcome Reception & Evening Social

https://form.jotform.com/230444507287053



Standard guestroom
Hot breakfast included
Free Wi-fi, Free local calls, Free Guest Laundry Facility
Refrigerator, Telephone voicemail, working desk with ergonomic chair
Morning newspaper available at front desk 
Indoor Pool and Fitness center
Business center with computer and printer

Group rates available at the Hôtel Wingate Hotel Dieppe which is ~750m from the conference

venue. Guest of the Hôtel Wingate Hotel Dieppe, will receive:
 

Rate: $159.00 per night (Plus HST)
Book by: April 9th, 2023

(506) 830-8330
Code: Recreation NB

 
 

Hotel Information
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Hôtel Wingate Hotel 

69 rue du Marche, Dieppe, NB

E1A 9K3 

Click here to book and learn more 

https://www.wyndhamhotels.com/en-ca/wingate/dieppe-new-brunswick/wingate-by-wyndham-dieppe-moncton/overview
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Conference Sponsors 

The conference planning committee wishes to extend a BIG thank you to the following sponsors,
with their support events like these are made possible. 

Premiere Conference Sponsor

This could be you. 
Click HERE to learn more 

Recreation N.B. | Loisirs N.-B. Awards Banquet Sponsor

Keynote & Panel Sponsors

This could be you. 
Click HERE to learn more 

Supporting Sponsors

Evening Social Sponsor

This could be you. 
Click HERE to learn more 

This could be you. 
Click HERE to learn more 


